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There is no agreement about what a preprint is



• Easily and widely accessible online

• Free to post and to access (for now)

• Have a DOI

• Are searchable

• Are not taken down when the material is 

eventually published in peer-reviewed form 

nor if it is never published (thus, how is it a 

PRE-PRINT?)

• Are online forever (supposedly).

Despite the lack of a universal 
definition, preprints are



Are preprints publications?

• Premise: A preprint is not a publication 

because it is not peer reviewed. 

• However, a stated intent of posting a preprint 

is that it will be reviewed by the community. 

But if it is, then – following this premise -

doesn’t it become a publication?



• Preprints are deemed not to be publications so that they are 

eligible for publication in a peer reviewed journal and are 

not considered duplicate publications or plagiarized 

material.

• Preprints are deemed to be publications so that they can be 

cited.

Are preprints publications?



What do 
they look 
like and 
how are 

they 
identified 

as 
preprints?



“The reference list at the end of the article should be restricted to 

work already published, or definitely accepted for publication (in 

press). Unpublished material, including work submitted to a 

journal but not yet formally accepted, should not be included.”

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

• Why are preprints an exception to this?

• Is it prudent to allow non-peer reviewed material to act as 

precedent/support for factual statements in a scholarly work?

• If we accept that preprints are exempt from this then, to be 

consistent, we will have to extend this exemption to many other 

previously uncitable items.

Should preprints be citable?



Typically, authors submitting their work to journals must 

state that the content of the manuscript is ORIGINAL (the 

“Ingelfinger rule”)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

If it is already published on a preprint server that is free 

access, it has a DOI, it is searchable by indexing services, 

and the form in which it is submitted is essentially identical 

to the preprint version, then how is it original?

How do preprints relate to originality?



Benefits (?) of preprints
For authors

• Speeds up dissemination

• Low cost (currently free – is that sustainable?)
• Establishes precedence (prevents scooping)?

• Improves quality of papers pre-submission?
• Eliminates journal and other hierarchies?

• Identifies hypotheses not to test further by 

making negative results available?

For journals

• Source of submissions?

• Improves the quality of what is submitted?



“…the majority of published preprints 

appeared in a journal less than six 

months after being posted.”

Preprints speed up dissemination?



Does saving <6 months  

significantly increase the 

pace of discovery?



• 8-10% of preprints posted to bioRxiv are commented on. The 

majority of those comments are not substantive (Sources: John 

Inglis (bioRxiv); Sarabipour et al. 2019, PLOS Biology)

• Who is commenting on preprints? Peers?

• A small % of preprint authors report offline commenting. Even 

so, is that better than peer review?

• How long should authors wait for pre-publication review (do 

they wait)? What if they do not get any feedback?

• Why would a higher % of authors adopt recommendations on 

their preprint when they often do not do that after formal peer 

review?

Preprints improve the quality of papers?



Day submitted to 

journal

# days before

submission that

the preprint was

posted

# days after

submission that

the preprint was

posted
The trend is for more preprints to be 

posted after submission (57%), 

fewer prior to submission.



“…bioRxiv is being utilized by 

authors more as a pre-publication, 

post-acceptance platform...”

That is, NOT to improve their work 

before submission to a journal.



Post-publication commenting also has a low uptake



While we can all agree that pre-publication 

peer review is not perfect… 

…how is it possible to argue or conclude 

that post-publication commenting is better?



• Safety: Peer review removes more errors and unvetted claims 
than no review.

• Safety: Multiple competing versions (all of which are citable) of 
what, without careful and informed examination, appears to be 
the same content, persist in perpetuity. BUT the preprint version 
is much more likely to contain errors and unvetted claims.

• Safety: Presently, no one is responsible for updating the preprint 
version, nor to link it to the final published version. 

Key concerns-challenges about preprints



The risk
Rapidly increasing number of freely available unvetted

documents that look like peer reviewed articles (about 33% of 
which are never published (Anderson 2019))

Given the limited time saved, and the lack of improvement to 
most preprints, is it worth it?



Authors

• Loss of novelty

• Not all journals will accept mss that are already 
available as preprints

• Citation confusion (which is the VoR and when?)

• Adds to information overload
• Adds to author workload

• Impact on credibility and 
public perception of science

Other concerns-challenges about preprints



Journal editors

• If a piece of work is already out there in the 

public domain, and has been “community” 

peer reviewed on a preprint server, and has a 

DOI and is searchable and citable forever, 

then why should the volunteer editors and 

reviewers of a journal use their time to do that 

all over again?

• Why would a publisher, whose existence is 

based on ORIGINAL content, republish it?

Other concerns-challenges about preprints



Journals-publishers

• Possible publishing and access right conflicts

• Duplicate-redundant publication - definitions will 
have to be revisited

• Plagiarism – definitions will have to be revisited
• Loss of originality – what “originality” means will 

have to be revisited

• Loss of newsworthiness
• Multiple versions/version confusion and citation 

confusion
• Who is responsible for corrections-expressions 

of concern-retractions?

Other concerns-challenges about preprints



Final thoughts and
provocations



“By granting authors wide distribution, 

permanent identifiers, social and online 

promotional opportunities, and a branded 

interface, preprint servers remove many 

of the incentives for seeking peer-review 

and working with editors on a solid, final, 

sound version of a paper. Peer-review 

becomes optional.”

Kent Anderson – The Geyser, 7 November 2019



How are preprint platforms different 
from social media or blogs?



Immediate dissemination of unvetted information  
feeds the instant-everything culture and is risky, 
particularly if it informs public policy or health,

resulting in an erosion of confidence in formerly 
trusted sources of information




